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Paul H. Williams explores challenging characters
and territories in Oklahoma and Else
Oklahoma and Else, the latest collection of stories from Angelina River Press, takes readers to fictive Guess County
Oklahoma and elsewhere, to places of violence, guile, and guilt, as well as hope and wine that sings.
Fort Worth, Texas, 2015. The first stories in this baker’s dozen are set in the fictive Guess County, Oklahoma,
tracing its evolution from the prehistory of folklore to modern tourist traps. Here are the shape-shifter Jake Skin,
some good country people, drunks, doom seekers, and rangers after more life. Else outside Guess County are other
“gothic” states of mind; one part and one parcel from Vietnam; and moments of music made hard and heard softly.
This is Oklahoma and Else by Paul H. Williams. Now available at Amazon.com and selected bookstores.
Paul Williams writes with verve, and intelligence, and heart. Reading his stories is to meet people you will not soon
forget.
! Molly Giles, author of Iron Shoes, Rough Translations, and Creek Walk and Other Stories
These stories remind one of Faulkner, for depth, compassion, and for intricate rural weirdness. How strange and
beautiful are the worlds Paul Williams takes us to!
!Jim Morris, author of War Story and A Battle of Sorcerers
Paul H. Williams was born in Tahlequah, Oklahoma. He served in the
Marine Corps in Vietnam, and received his B.A. and M.F.A. degrees
from the University of Arkansas. He is the author of six action-adventure
novels, one nonfiction account of a mass murderer, and a children’s book
based on Cherokee folk tales. His short fiction, poems, essays, articles,
and reviews have appeared in a variety of periodicals, including Arkansas
Times, Arkansas Gazette, descant, The Grapevine, Greensboro Review,
Preview and Soldier of Fortune. He has taught at the University of
Arkansas, Flaming Rainbow University, and the Beijing Second Foreign
Language Institute. Williams is the recipient of a Breadloaf Writer’s
Fellowship and an Arkansas Endowment for the Humanities Artist Grant.
He is a citizen of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma and lives in
Fayetteville, Arkansas, where he enjoys tennis, canoeing, and riding his
antique motorcycle through the Ozark “twisties.”
For additional information about Oklahoma and Else as well as other fine books visit angelinariverpress.com

